
   

       

  Women's Cooking Birthday Gift Basket
 

£105.78 £95.20
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
The Women’s Cooking Birthday Gift Basket is wholly creative and
allows a Woman on her Birthday to explore the products in her
Cooking Birthday Gift. With growing elements and foods which can be
used together to create something new, this Gift Basket allows
Women to be creative and cook up their own ideas.

  Product Options
 
   Select Magazine (Any One)

          Recipe Magazine + £0.00

          Good Food Magazine + £0.00

          Home Magazine + £0.00

          Healthy Living Magazine + £0.00

Details
 
This is the Gift Basket that just keeps giving, with the ability to get creative and experiment with mini gardens and food products which could be
used by themselves or daringly mixed and put together creatively to cook something new; chefs chocolate drops, oats and amino oils equals
chocolate oat cookies. Along with a cooking magazine to spark some ideas and provide more recipes for experimentation. Even long after their
Birthday, a woman will be able to watch her creations grow with a herb garden, along with a tomato GroTray, to be used in their recipes too.
However, as it is for a Birthday, there are gourmet chocolate boxes and a range of sweet treats to try, enjoy and love, we tried to keep the
flavours natural and organic, something we believe chefs love, allowing them to be enjoyed together, with no unusual or overly strong flavours.
With fun ideas with a cake in a mug, brings a sense of light-heartedness, and something a woman would usually not buy for herself, but why not?
It is her Birthday after all.  

Additional Information
 
Contents

Magazine

Mr Fothergills Herb garden

Mr Fothergills Tomato Grotray

words of wisdom plaque
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Willies Cacao Dark Chocolate with Sea Salt Truffles 110g

Naive Kefir Milk Chocolate 57g

Willies Cacao Chefs Drops 150g

Montezuma's Sea Dog Dark Chocolate with Lime and Sea Salt 100g

Coco Fina Coconut Amino Soy Sauce 250ml

Kilbeggan Organic Porridge Oats 500g

Brave Roasted Dark Chocolate Chick Peas 30g

Lismore Food Company Dark Chocolate Apple Sticks 25g

BakedIn Sticky Toffee Mug Cake Mix

Joe & Sephs Dark Chocolate Popcorn Bites 63g

Itsu Dark Chocolate Mini Rice Cakes 16g

Mama Loretti's Vanilla Crema Puff Corn Wafers
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